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Study Design: Qualitative Research

� Purpose of Qualitative Research
� Provide a more in-depth, diverse, and complex 

understanding of the living experiences of people with a 
dual disability than previously reported

� A single case study of a home specializing in 
dementia support

� Grounded theory approach to data analysis

� Study phases
� Planning
� Interviews/participant observation
� Document reviews
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Three Major Research Questions

� What are the needs of consumers with a dual 
disability* residing in the home?

� What adjustments have to be made in 
supporting their needs and what service 
barriers and successes are experienced?

� How is the specialized service model perceived 
by stakeholders involved in the support of the 
consumers participating in the study?

* Persons with an intellectual disability and dementia
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Participants

� Recruited a purposive sample of 16:

� 4 consumers

� 4 family or friend caregivers 

� 4 direct-care staff

� 4 administrators
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Characteristics of Participants 

 

 

 

 

 

Participant 

 

Age Range 

 

Gender 

 

Years in Home 

 

Status 

 

Consumer 

 

 

49 – 59 yrs  

 

25% male; 

75% female 

 

 

1 – 5 yrs       

 

1 lived in supported 

independent living;  

2 in group homes;  

1 in family home  

 

Family 

Caregiver 

30 – 80 yrs 25% male; 

75% female 

N/A 1 parent; 1 sibling;  

2 friend 

 

Direct-Care 

Staff 

 

≥ 18 yrs 100% female 9 mths – 6 yrs 2 full-time;  

2 part-time 

Administrator 

 

30 – 60 yrs 25% male; 

75% female 

 

N/A 1 ED; 1 Mgr; 1 

Supv; 1 PCP 
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Data Collection Techniques

� Data gathered using the following methods:

� Face-to-face interviews

� Participant observation

� Document review
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� Limitations
� Small sample size
� Voice of consumers inferred
� Researcher bias

� Credibility
� Cross checking data
� Intimate understanding of study area
� Debriefing and debating
� Multi-perspective approach
� In-depth descriptions
� Member checking

Validity of the Study
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� Research with people with dementia

� Issue of informed consent

� Potential harm to consumer

� Pre-existing relationship with agency

Ethical Considerations
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Findings of the Study
� Two processes: marginalization & empowerment

� New and urgent needs materialize with dementia

� Support adjustments address
� Profound changes in physical and mental ability
� Grief with death and dying
� Changing living conditions
� Shrinking social connections

� The model is favored by all stakeholders

… very happy and satisfied with the supports in the 
home. … I’ve never entertained the thought that she 
would have to go somewhere else. I see her being at 
[name of home] forever. (Family caregivers)
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Central Phenomena

� CP1: Death by Reduction 
� Theme 1: Loss of ability 
� Theme 2: Loss of home 
� Theme 3: Loss of community 

� CP2: Living by Supported Empowerment 
� Theme 1: Maintaining selfhood 
� Theme 2: Freedom of choice 
� Theme 3: Self in community 

� CP3: Barriers to Supported Empowerment 
� Theme 1: Practice deficits
� Theme 2: Resource deficits
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CP1: Death by Reduction

Theme 1: Loss of Ability

� Mental decline

� Seizures, fear, confusion, forgetting, fluctuating moods

� Physical decline

� verbal and written communication, activities of daily living, 
mobility

� Dying and death

At 8:00 a.m. Donna comes out of her room and is walking through the living 

room. Suddenly we hear a thump. Two staff members run to her in the living 

room. Donna is sitting on the floor, looking disturbed and confused. Her left 

side is still jerking. Staff member explains to me that it is common for people 

with dementia to lose their balance and fall. … (Field note)
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Loss of Ability

� Sudden, sporadic, insidious, and variable

She knew she wanted to stand up. She kept trying to stand 

up. She would yell at you to help her stand up. And then she 

would get scared halfway through and sit back down, and 

push herself to the back of the chair. So she spent the day 

in the wheelchair, and she felt upset about it. And I felt awful, 

because I knew she was walking yesterday, and I knew she 

was walking earlier this morning. But for some reason she 

couldn’t get up. She was forgetting how to walk. (Direct-care 

staff) 
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Loss of Ability

� A grieving process

I can be very emotional about it. … It’s the loss 

of her. I’m getting emotional! Even though she 

is still with us, it’s not the same Donna. I wasn’t 

seeing her on a weekly basis, but I would talk to 

her on the phone. And now there is nothing. It’s 

really sad. It’s the loss of somebody that I love. 

(Family caregiver)
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CP1: Death by Reduction

Theme 2: Loss of Home

� Four types of living situations identified

� Supported independent living

� Family home

� Group home

� Nursing home

Every individual would live on their own with their 

own support worker. They would all live in their own 

apartment or their own house. (Administrator)
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Loss of Home

� Insufficient resource to live in own home 

� Additional support required to live independently

� Inappropriate alternatives

She didn’t make any connections with anybody else that lived 

there, and she wasn’t encouraged to. If she didn’t have family 

or staff dropping in to visit her from [name of agency], then I 

don’t think she ever would have gone outside. … Long-term 

care, though, is a medical community, [with] a medical focus. 

It’s like you or I going to hospital. Do we want to live there 

when we are still aware and alert? I don’t think so. 

(Administrator)
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CP1: Death by Reduction

Theme 3: Loss of Community

� Diminished participation in community

… because now she is afraid to go out. She used to 

go to the mall and walk around, now she doesn’t even 

want to go out of the house to go in the van. So we 

have to coerce her gently into getting into the van and 

going for a ride. And then, when she goes for a ride, 

she’s fine. She enjoys it, but she doesn’t want to do it 

at first. (Family caregiver)
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Loss of Community

� Shrinking social networks

There were people that came in for her birthday 

party last year. There had to be at least two or 

three other clients that came in from other group 

homes for her birthday. And this year there was 

nobody, [except] there was me. … Her world is 

a lot smaller. (Family caregiver)
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Social Process of Empowerment

� What is it like to live in a home specializing in 

dementia support?
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Social Process of Empowerment
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CP2: Living by Supported Empowerment

Theme 1: Maintaining Selfhood

� Maintaining health

� Flexible team of health support

� Opportunity for decision making

� Exercising self-agency

� Sustaining autonomy

Jenny goes in her bedroom, and staff member follows to see what 

she wants to do. … [staff] tells me that Jenny stood in her room. 

When staff asked her if she wanted to go to bed, she said ‘Nein.’ 

Then staff asked her if she wanted to go to the living room. She

said, ‘Nein.’ Then staff asked her if she needed a hug. She said, 

‘Ha!’ Staff gave her a hug, and Jenny crawled into bed. Staff said 

Jenny had decided to go to bed early today. (Field note)
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CP2: Living by Supported Empowerment 

Theme 2: Freedom of Choice

� Choice of dementia-friendly home

� Moving with choice

� Consistent support

� Person-centered support

� Elevated empathy

Now it is whatever the person wants, if they choose not 
to go to work then they don’t have to go to work. If they 
choose that they would rather spend time in their room 
for 24 hours that’s up to them. … If they want to go on a 
helicopter ride, they go on a helicopter ride. (Direct-care 
staff)
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CP2: Living by Supported Empowerment

Theme 3: Self in Community

� Self in outer community

� Nurturing in social liaisons

� Participation in community programs

� Participation in planned activities

� Participation in spontaneous activities
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CP2: Living by Supported Empowerment

Theme 3: Self in Community

� Self in inner community

� Participation in home activities

� Participation in leisure

� Socializing with peers

� Nurturing relations with staff

� Building mutual aid
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Self in Community

I have heard from a couple of people, “No, I don’t want to 

visit because she doesn’t know who I am and it is hard on 

me.” [But] we try to encourage people to visit, even if it is for 

a half an hour or an hour. (Direct-care staff)
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Self in Community

A person bags the meals as ordered. Jim stands 

at a table as the person hands him a paper bag

containing the meal order. He smoothes the 

crease on the top of the bag and staples it. Then 

he puts the bag on a side table. Two people 

arrive with their boxes to collect the meal orders. 

Jim helps to stack the stapled bags in their 

boxes. (Field note)
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Divergent/Convergent Perspectives

� Divergent perspectives in maintaining selfhood

� Maintaining health; Sustaining autonomy

� Divergent perspectives in freedom of choice

� Choice of home; Consistent support

� Divergent perspectives in self in community

� Participation in community activities; Building mutual 
aid by including family

� Convergent perspectives

� Resource deficits
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CP3: Barriers to Supported Empowerment

� Divergent perspectives indicate practice deficits

� Lack of healthcare knowledge

� Lack of enriched supports

� Inconsistent support

� Balancing risk to safety

� Caregiver disagreements

� Segregation

� Convergent perspectives indicate resource deficits

� Staff shortages

� Funding shortages
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Components of Empowerment Theory

1. Facilitated in 3 domains: personal; community; societal (Lord & 
Hutchinson, 2007)

2. A process and an outcome (Lord & Hutchinson, 1993; Wolff, 1992)

3. Expressed in elements of empowerment (Frankel, Speechley, & 
Wade, 1996; Nelson et al., 2001; Perkins & Zimmerman, 1995) 

4. Four stages at personal level: entry, advancement, 
incorporation, commitment (Keiffer cited in Lord & Hutchinson, 1993)

5. Personal empowerment tied to opportunity in community
(Nelson et al., 2001; Payne, 2005; Pedlar et al., 1999; Sommer, 2001) 

6. Collective action and narrative (Mullender & Ward cited in Payne, 
2005; Perkins, 1995; Rappaport, 1995) 

7. A dynamic concept that takes different forms (Boehm & 
Staples, 2002; Foster-Fishman et al., 1998)
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Theory of Supported Empowerment

1. Domains Focus on Interpersonal vs personal 

2. Process/outcome Facilitated in dyadic relationships

3. Elements Based on validity and priority

4. Stages Ongoing and flexible movement

5. Community Dependant on actors

6. Collective Multi-medium communication

7. Dynamic Person-centered philosophy
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Model of Supported Empowerment

 

Person 

First

Micro 

Community

Mezzo 

Community

Macro 

Community

Processes Actors Elements
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Empowering Elements

 

Maintaining Selfhood Freedom of Choice Self in Community 

 

 

Autonomy      

 

Valuing the person 

 

Ensuring health 

 

Advocacy support  

 

Self-agency 

 

Decision-making 

 

Competency 

 

Self-efficacy 

 

Control 

 

 

Person-centered 

 

Maximizing autonomy 

 

Maintaining skill 

competency 

 

Flexibility 

 

Eliminating stereotyping 

 

Expanding choice 

 

Increasing self-efficacy 

 

Integrated activity 

 

Collaboration 

 

 

 

 

Social links 

 

Supporting collectivity 

 

Active participation 

 

Accessing resource 

 

Developing partnerships  

 

Decreasing isolation and 

alienation 

 

Textured involvement 

 

Family 

 

Mutual aid 
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Implications for Practice

 

Person with a Dual Disability              Support People   

 

 

Philosophy of Person-Centered Support 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Elements of Empowerment 

 

 

Empowering Practice  
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Empowering Strategies

Interpersonal/Micro Domain

� Personal advocate or advocacy body 

� Inclusion in planning and decision-making 

� A personalized support plan

� Gathering individual knowledge 

� Informed choice and assent

� Multiple points for reflection of practice 

� Involvement of long-term caregivers 

� Efficient health management

� Balancing of risk versus self-determination  
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Empowering Strategies

Community/Mezzo Domain

� Trained caregivers 

� Flexible access to services

� Individualized homecare 

� Connected to family, friends, and peers 

� Participation in activities of choice

� Integrated work and leisure

� Enriched supports 

� Positive social interactions  

� Mutual aid
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Empowering Strategies

Societal/Macro Domain

� Resources  

� Flexible funding 

� Choice of a variety of activities 

� Public awareness of dual disability

� Integrated curriculum

� Training, research, and evaluation

� Multiple living options

� Policies & strategies for transitions

� Partnering between government ministries

� Planning for future living  
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Policy Considerations

� Expansion of homecare services

� A range of living environments

� Home-like environments in community

� Seamless supports

� Direct funding

� Resources for an individualized life plan

� Plans independent of system mandates

� Funding of enriched supports
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Research Considerations

� Build on the findings of this study 

� Needs and barriers to service

� Factors precipitating moving 

� Suitability of existing supports and living spaces

� Interdependencies and reciprocities in relationships

� Needs of caregivers

� Social versus medical models

� Community programs that support inclusion

� Inclusive and multiple research methods
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There are successes everyday. … Successes can 
be they have made it through the whole day, and 
they have had a great day – they didn’t have 
seizures. Yesterday they couldn’t feed themselves, 
today they can. … Little, simple things we take for 
granted everyday. Are they up and walking around 
today? Yeah? That’s a success for today or for the 
hour or whatever. … Is it success they went on a 
holiday somewhere? Sure it is! Or it is still a success 
that they went, even if it wasn’t a great trip. 
Whatever they have had [in] that cognitive moment 
and they have enjoyed [even] for 5 minutes [is 
success]. (Direct-care staff)
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